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Yoobee Colleges is accredited at 
the highest level nationally and 
internationally by the New Zealand 
Qualifications Authority (NZQA) with 
a Category One rating.

YOU MAKE.
YOU LEARN.

Kia ora,  
welcome to  
Yoobee Colleges

As part of the Yoobee tribe, from day one you’ll be learning 
through creating and designing or programming and coding. 

This means you spend time bringing your ideas to life rather than 
getting bogged down in endless theory. 

You’ll be better prepared for the industry when you graduate 
because you’ve trained through hands-on, project-based learning 
with us doing the type of work that the industry demands.

At Yoobee Colleges you'll be in a supportive learning environment 
where tutors want you to thrive. Classes are small enough so that 
you know everyone’s name and you’ll get more 1:1 guidance from 
your tutors. But that doesn’t mean we’re small fry. 

We’ve got campuses in Auckland, Rotorua, Wellington, 
Christchurch and even some online learning options. Our long 
history means we have the right connections in the industry to 
help while you study and when you graduate.
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BECOME A 
STORYTELLER  
AT YOOBEE
For 29 years we’ve been helping talented storytellers get their start 
in the industry through the legendary South Seas Film School, which 
became part of Yoobee Colleges in 2019, and through our Yoobee 
Colleges film programmes. 

Today, we are New Zealand’s largest specialised film school with  
world-class creative campuses at six locations around the country. 
We offer specialisations in directing, screenwriting, makeup artistry, 
costume and prop fabrication, documentary directing, camera, 
lighting, audio, on-screen acting, production management and 
post-production management, to meet the demand for local and 
international talent.

Whether you’re artistic, technical, or an organisational wizard, our 
hands-on programmes help you forge a career in the creative arts. 

Depending on your goals, you can get started with a six-month 
introduction course, get work-ready with our diplomas, or choose one 
of our pathway programmes .

OUR STRENGTHS INCLUDE
• A huge range of specialisations from production, working on sets and 

makeup artistry to acting, directing and post production. 

• Our legendary South Seas Film Campus is set up like a Hollywood-style 
studio, with a 40,000 square foot production complex housing every piece 
of specialty equipment you need to bring your ideas to life.

• Your studies at Yoobee replicate the rigours of the industry and you will 
graduate ready to hit the ground running.

• Because we've been around for so long we have strong connections  
with the film and TV industry and connect our students and graduates 
with employers. 

Our graduates are working on 
amazing sets, in studios and 
organisations all over the world. 
Here are just some of them... 
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KIA WHAKARONGO ATU  
KI TĒTAHI O A TĀTOU TAUIRA

MEET OUR  
STUDENTS

CASSIDY
NGAIKA 

Film & TV  
Production 
students 

WHAT MADE YOU CHOOSE YOOBEE? 
I wanted to learn everything I could 
about Film and Yoobee was the best 
school I came across while researching. 

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT YOOBEE?
The atmosphere, the students and 
tutors, the programmes, the location…
everything!

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT WHAT 
YOU ARE STUDYING?
Every day is a new learning experience 
and as a creative it has allowed me to 
expand my way of thinking.

WHAT IS SOMETHING SURPRISING 
THAT STUDYING AT YOOBEE HAS 
TAUGHT YOU?
The tutors and staff are extremely 
helpful! My tutor, campus manager  
and advisor are all dope.

WHAT MADE YOU CHOOSE YOOBEE?
The courses at Yoobee were really in line with what I 
was wanting to study, giving me the opportunity to give 
everything a try before deciding which path in screen 
production I wanted to go down.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT YOOBEE?
The opportunities to work with people I wouldn't 
normally be able to and the freedom I have to create 
something I am interested in. I’m constantly learning 
while building communication skills with people of all 
ages and backgrounds, which I believe is valuable to  
the industry. 

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE STUDYING? 
I am constantly learning new things and have a 
supportive tutor who pushes me to create new and 
exciting things and give things a go. I’ve also learnt a 
lot from my peers who are friendly and enjoy different 
aspects of filming.

WHAT IS SOMETHING SURPRISING THAT STUDYING AT 
YOOBEE HAS TAUGHT YOU?
My ability to think outside the box and work with others 
to create those ideas. Most other creatives are down  
for something different if they can see what you're trying 
to do!

TRISTAN
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Stills from Celly, a fun music video featuring celery.

"The courses at Yoobee were 
really in line with what  

I was wanting to study..." 

To see Celly, 
click here

https://youtu.be/xaYjotg6QAA
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EMMA

HAYES 
DIPLOMA IN  
DRAMA  
(SCREEN ACTING)  
LEVEL 6

WHAT MADE YOU CHOOSE YOOBEE?
I constantly heard amazing things about the campus and 
tutors at the South Seas campus. I have always wanted to 
study acting and film so it seemed like the perfect place to 
go, and I was proved right. 

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT YOOBEE?
I love the diverse community within the school and the 
amazing career outcomes when we leave. The campus 
doesn’t just teach you and support you while you are 
studying, they nurture and guide you when you leave.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT WHAT 
YOU ARE STUDYING?
I love that I can share an environment 
with like-minded people who also 
share the same goals and are 
constantly pushing me to be the best 
I can. I also love that I can express 
myself in a safe space.

WHAT IS SOMETHING SURPRISING 
THAT STUDYING AT YOOBEE HAS 
TAUGHT YOU?
Since I started I have changed 
completely as a person. Last year I 
was very timid and shy, and I didn’t 
have much confidence. Acting has 
helped me express myself and find 
myself through my craft. The tutors 
are also amazing and push you to be 
your best.

"I love that  
I can express myself  

in a safe space." 

Stills from A Page Out Of My Book. 
Directed by Luke Marsden, Editor:  
Santiago Ruiz, Producer: Xiaowen Yang, 
Camera: Samuel Hartson, Lighting: Aidan 
Burridge, Audio: Harry Stanley-Scott, 
Bradley Colman, Samuel Karl, Nicole Hunt, 
Talent: Emma Hayes, Madeline O’Brien, 
Josiah Humphreys.

Still from Heartless Frugality.  
Directed by Jono Challies, Editor: Gary 
Liuvaie, Producer: Austen Thomas, 
Camera/Lighting: Dan Kanchanakphant, 
Audio: Bradley Mentor, Kaylin Manickum, 
Samuel Karl, Art and Design: Josh Gordon, 
Pascal Silliman, Kate Doran, Katelyn Taylor, 
Talent: Ryan Gram, Emma Hayes.

For more films featuring Emma, 
see them here

https://www.yoobee.ac.nz/become-a-filmmaker/student-film-projects/
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HE AHA TĒNEI  
MOMO AKORANGA

WHAT IS  
THE WORLD  
OF FILM 
MAKING?
Filmmaking encompasses a diverse range of 
roles and attracts wide range of personality 
types and skill sets.

From those who want to direct films and 
TV shows, to those who want to perform in 
them, to the people who build the sets, make 
the costumes and do the makeup. You don’t 
necessarily need to be highly creative to work 
in filmmaking. There are many roles behind 
the scenes that call for highly organised and 
process driven people to keep a production  
on track.

If you are creative, working in film and 
television is a rewarding career path which 
leads to roles in directing, screenwriting, 
makeup artistry, costume and prop 
fabrication, documentary directing, camera, 
lighting, audio, on-screen acting, production 
management and post-production.

Distortion created by  
Ben Falconer. 
Level 5 Film Production. 
See it here

https://vimeo.com/460851601?fbclid=IwAR09R15APy5RJjOCTJTQAN1eYotEea2Xn4LTkcTiJ7M30grEdwiGRJHOozw
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ME PĒHEA AI E TAREA

PATHWAY TO 
YOUR FILM & TV 
PRODUCTION 
CAREER
Our Film and TV Production Diploma Pathway spans over 2 or 
2.5 years depending on whether you start at Level 4 or Level 
5. You focus on creating content, documentary directing and 
research, drama directing and script writing, camera, lighting 
and audio, production management and post production. Once 
you graduate you’ll be ready to get out and make an impact on 
the film and TV industry.

4LE
V

EL 20 
WEEKS

CERTIFICATE IN 
CREATIVE  
MEDIA

5LE
V

EL 40 
WEEKS

DIPLOMA IN  
FILM & CONTENT 
CREATION

6LE
V

EL 40 
WEEKS

DIPLOMA IN  
FILM & TV 
PRODUCTION

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

For students that have little or no experience in  
filmmaking, our Level 4, 20-week certificate is the  
perfect way to test out your creativity and experience  
a range of creative fields.

What will you learn?
FILM
Why are some films great and others not so much?  
You’ll explore what makes an awesome film and the 
processes behind making it.

DESIGN
You’ll learn the key principles of design and apply them 
to work you create in InDesign and Photoshop. Design is 
all about conveying a message and you’ll discover how to 
target a specific audience to get your ideas across.

ANIMATION
Using Illustrator and other digital software, try your hand 
at a range of animation techniques, including claymation, 
stop-motion and shadow puppetry. You’ll also learn how 
to tell incredible stories through the animated character 
you’ve designed.

INTERACTIVE
You’ll look at the basics of both UX and UI (User  
Experience and User Interface) design.

You’ll touch on the principles of code, and work on 
interactive projects such as creating simple websites  
and learning about what makes a game truly playable.

This certificate also leads to design, animation and game 
development careers.

Certificate in Creative Media 
Level 4 OPTIONAL

20  
WEEKS

Diploma in Film and 
Content Creation 
Level 5 OPTIONAL

We live in a world where content is king, and there is 
growing demand for end to end content creation skills. 
Whether you want to learn to create likeable social 
content, shoot and direct music videos or produce large 
scale content pieces for corporates, this brand-new course 
will teach you all aspects of the content creation process, 
including scripting, shooting, editing and analysing your 
content’s impact.

What will you learn?
FOUNDATIONS OF CONTENT CREATION
You’ll be introduced to all the processes and principles for 
creating, planning and producing screen content.

DEVELOPING CREATIVE CONTENT
Learn to develop the bones of a great piece of content 
including the set-up of the story. Learn basic scriptwriting 
and storytelling techniques, storyboarding and shot listing, 
as well as planning and managing locations used within 
your piece of content. You’ll also learn the basics of art 
direction and how to direct factual and dramatic content.

PRODUCING CREATIVE CONTENT
Learn the ins and outs of how to produce content:

• Camera work: Learn creative and technical skills  
in camera work including how to use different  
types of cameras, specific camera angles and  
multi cam shooting

• Lighting: How to professionally light a set

• Audio: How to record audio and audio mixing using 
Adobe Audition

• Editing: How to edit your shots using Adobe Premiere, 
add graphics and visual effects using Photoshop and 
After Effects

• Scripting & Directing: You’ll script and direct several 
pieces of content including a television commercial,  
a music video, and a short form drama

CREATING YOUR OWN SCREEN CONTENT PROJECT
Everything you have learned will culminate in an end of 
year project where you’ll produce a 5-8 minute piece of 
factual or dramatic content. You’ll get to work on your  
own project and collaborate with classmates on their 
projects too.

40  
WEEKS
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In this one-year intensive course, you’ll 
deep-dive into the world of film and 
television production and come out ready 
to go straight into the industry. 

Originally delivered at our South Seas 
Film School Campus, this programme 
has a ferocious reputation. We’ve been 
supplying work-ready graduates to the 
industry for 29 years, and everyone in the 
industry knows our name. Due to demand, 
we're now launching this diploma in 
Wellington and Christchurch in  
February 2022. 

You can choose from one of our specialisations:*

• Drama directing & scriptwriting

• Documentary directing & research

• Camera, audio and lighting

• Production management

• Post-production

Over the course of the year, you will participate in over 
30 productions to give you the right communication and 
collaboration know-how when working with crews on set. 
You’ll be tutored carefully by industry professionals so you 
graduate with the competence and confidence to hit the 
ground running.

Our course content is reviewed every year to remain 
cutting-edge and relevant. We don’t just want you to  
know what’s waiting for you on graduation, we want you 
 to have the practical experience you'll need to navigate 
the realities of the film industry. Every year, we bring in a 
host of working industry professionals to interact with you. 
One of the highlights of the year is our Short Cut projects, 
where industry professionals spend time working with  
and mentoring you so you can learn alongside them at  
a professional level and build relationships with them. 

What will you learn?
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES
You will complete a series of practical exercises, having 
a go at editing, camera, lighting, audio, directing, and 
production management.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Practical workshops and short documentary and 
drama productions will prepare you to work in different 
production environments.

COMPLEX PROJECTS 
A series of more intensive workshops and longer form 
documentaries and dramas, including two weeks of 
shooting drama scenes on location with an industry crew 
and working on sports coverage with Sky TV's Outside 
Broadcast van.

FINAL PROJECT
You will complete pre-production planning, production 
recording and post production of a 10–14 minute short 
documentary or a drama film.

Diploma in Film and TV Production 
Level 6

40 
WEEKS

AUCKLAND 
WELLINGTON

CHRISTCHURCH
ONLY

South Seas campus production rooms.
* Our Wellington and Christchurch campuses 
will offer a selection of the specialisations.
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Certificate in Makeup Artistry  
Level 4

Certificate in Arts and Design 
Level 4

If you dream about working in fashion, film, television or 
theatre and want to see your makeup designs on the big 
screen, this is the first step.

What will you learn?
BASIC CORRECTIVE AND FASHION MAKEUP
Learn about skin care, face shapes, contouring, 
highlighting and base matching and complete projects 
ranging from natural, glamour, evening, male, mature, 
bridal and high-fashion makeup looks to avant-garde, 
editorial, HDTV and modern decade interpretations.

CHARACTER AND DECADE
Get an introduction to stage, screen and fantasy makeup 
and body art and learn to create characters using 
specialist techniques.

SPECIAL FX/PROSTHETICS/AGING
Create simulated trauma and burn injuries, aging, horror 
looks, fantasy bald caps and prosthetic applications. You 
will also learn to sculpt, mould, apply and paint your own 
basic prosthetic creations.

HAIRSTYLING
Learn hot styling and blow-drying techniques, lace  
front wig application, the use of hairpieces and laying on 
facial hair.

PHOTOGRAPHY/PORTFOLIO
Produce a portfolio covering your work.

SKILLS FOR SMALL BUSINESS
Learn skills in marketing and financial processes for 
running a small business.

THE PROGRAMME FINISHES WITH AN EXHIBITION  
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

40 
WEEKS

19 
WEEKS

ART 
DEPARTMENT

MAKEUP 
ARTISTRY

New Zealand’s screen industry is booming as Hollywood 
looks to New Zealand more and more as a safe haven for 
film and television production. To help fill the demand, this 
programme provides the skills to help create the worlds 
you see on screen.

What will you learn?
FOUNDATIONS OF ART OF DESIGN
Learn how to look at a script and understand what props, 
costumes and sets are needed to bring it to life.

PRACTICAL FABRICATION SKILLS
Learn the fabrication of costumes and how to alter 
them to fit a script. Then learn the making, sourcing and 
managing of props, as well as building, painting and set 
dressing, and understanding the importance of continuity 
on set.

PUT IT ALL INTO PRACTICE!
• Plan and develop the art and design for a script

• Create and source props, costumes, and set dressing

• On set shooting

• Wrap the shoot managing the breakdown of the set 
and return of the stock

GETTING READY FOR THE INDUSTRY
Get your resume and portfolio ready to send out to 
employers in the film and TV industry.

CHRISTCHURCH  
ONLY

AUCKLAND  
ONLY

Makeup created by Annabelle Rouse.
Certificate in Makeup Artistry, Level 4 .
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Through a steady stream of practical filmed 
projects, we broaden and challenge the 
scope of your development as an actor. 
This two-year diploma provides in-depth and practical 
training through developing your toolbox: voice, body, 
imagination and collaboration. We allow time for your 
physical and vocal practice to become embodied. You 
will explore multiple acting techniques for screen and 
live performance, and develop your own critical and 
creative thinking. Alongside this core training, you will get 
real experience of how film and television departments 
collaborate through a steady stream of practical filmed 
projects. We broaden and challenge the scope of your 
development as an actor by providing opportunities for 
live performance; this serves to deepen your craft and 
self-knowledge as a performer, to help you to carve out a 
sustainable and lifelong acting career.

You need to be committed, disciplined, wildly passionate, 
empathetic, punctual and hardworking to succeed in this 
industry, therefore we support you to build the resilience, 
rigour and creative drive that you need by creating a 
positive, challenging campus environment. South Seas 
tutors are experienced industry professionals who have 
worked on many screen projects such as Shortland Street, 
The Brokenwood Mysteries, Outrageous Fortune, Eagle vs 
Shark, In Dark Places to name a few.

We also guide and advise you on how to form industry 
networks — a crucial part of maintaining relevance in this 
ever evolving film and television industry. 

YEAR ONE

What will you learn?
CRITIQUE, DEVELOP, REFLECT AND SUCCEED

Alongside developing specific skills for working on-
screen, you will engage in rigorous physical and vocal 
training and be introduced to multiple approaches to 
acting. You will develop skills in analysing text and reflect 
on your own performance and progress. 

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

You will hone your craft on and off camera, and  
your familiarity and confidence with the technical 
aspects of screen acting will grow throughout the year. 
You will gain a deeper understanding of acting through 
our holistic approach.

YEAR TWO

What will you learn?
YOU GET TO TELL YOUR STORY

A key element of your second year will be providing you 
with the skills to create your own work, this will take the 
form of collaborative workshops and a screen project led 
by an industry professional. You will have further training 
in acting techniques and many opportunities to practice 
with industry mentors and directors.

WE REFINE YOUR TECHNIQUES

We provide you with a range of physical and vocal 
specialist workshops with access to smaller group 
sessions, addressing your own specific goals. These in-
depth workshops include accent development, voice 
overs, motion capture, and other techniques for you  
to develop.

SHOWCASE YOUR PROJECT

We bring in a range of specialist industry professionals 
throughout the year, to support your core training. You 
will be guided in developing your self-taping skills and 
audition techniques. At the end of the year, you will 
collaborate with a professional filmmaker to shoot your 
showcase piece and graduate with showcase material  
to introduce you to the industry and emerge as an actor, 
a collaborator and a creative.

Diploma in Drama (Screen Acting)
Level 6

2  
YEARS

AUCKLAND  
ONLY

ON SCREEN 
ACTING
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ON SCREEN ACTING 
STUDENT PROJECT

KIA TITIRO ATU ME PĒHEA AI TE 
MAHI A NGĀ TAUIRA

In the second year of our Level 6 Diploma in Drama (Screen 
Acting), students develop their own short films. These films are 
shot during the final term and are written and directed by a 
professional writer/director. Students create characters and 
workshop narrative ideas before handing their creations over to 
be shaped into scripts. As well as acting in the projects, students 
work as production crew. The student actors have incredible 
ownership of these showcase films, having seen them from 
inception to fruition. This gives them clear insight into the process 
of producing a film and a mandate to create their own work 
after graduation.

CAST:  
D’Artagnan Lewis, Josiah 
Humphreys, Madeleine O’Brien

CREW:  
Director/Writer: Jeff Szusterman 
Producer: Michael Kirkup 
DOP (Lead): Craig Wright 
DOP Ben Jones 
Audio Recordist: David Petersen 
1stCam Assist: Vita Reynolds 
Camera Assist: Braedon Bryers 
Gaffer: Hunter Perry 

Diploma in Drama  
(Screen Acting) 
Level 6

WHITE
SPACE

This project, called 
Whitespace,  

was created by  
these students:

Boom Operator: Jett Langdon 
Make Up Artist: Hayley Kemp 
Unit/Stand by Make Up:  
Emma Hayes 
SFX: Jaygar Ewart 
Stunt Coordinator: Kevin Ku 
Continuity/Editor: Lachlan Kirkwood 
Visual Effects: Dev Benjamin
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'The Big Fat Film Festival of '85'  
by Isaac Giles. 

Isaac’s project is a light-hearted 
coming of age film. It has been 
extremely well shot and has great 
attention to art department 
elements and wardrobing. All of our 
student projects have their own 
screenings and Isaac’s film was really 
well received by tutors and fellow 
students alike.

Film & TV 
Production 
Level 6

FILMMAKING 
STUDENT PROJECT

KIA TITIRO ATU ME PĒHEA AI TE 
MAHI A NGĀ TAUIRA

THE BIG
 FAT

FILM FESTIVAL

The best way to  
see the film is to  
view it here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tg0WEJyAySo 


The best way to  
see the film is to 
view it here
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WHY DO YOU TEACH?
I am very excited to pass on the craft of acting and I love 
face to face time with my students. I find their creativity 
makes for an environment of continual surprise and 
learning. Each student brings a unique perspective and 
range of skills and understanding, so every day we are 
together is different from the one before. Each exercise we 
share highlights the power and effectiveness of dramatic 
communication and storytelling.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR CAREER OUTSIDE  
OF YOOBEE?
I am an actor, director, yoga teacher and Clown Doctor 
in hospitals and elder care facilities. I have directed and 
toured numerous shows over the years, most recently with 
Arts on Tour NZ. I have been a videographer for many 
years, filming, directing and editing corporate videos and 
short films, contracting as a ‘stringer’ for the major TV 
networks and working for two seasons as a field producer/
camera operator on Dancing with the Stars. I have a 
strong background in physical theatre and am responsible 
for recruiting and training Medial Clown Doctors as well as 
running private classes and workshops.

WHY SHOULD SOMEONE GET INTO FILMMAKING?
Now more than ever before, we have the tools to make 
films and tell stories that can be easily shared, that can 
have impact and that can be both universal and personal. 
New Zealand is in a good state to lead the charge with 
new filmmakers and safe locations whilst this planet is in 
disarray. On top of that, every chance to be creative gets 
my tick. I believe it is good for the soul to tell stories and 
to explore images. Doing it with film enriches both viewers 
and makers.

DIPLOMA IN FILM & 
CONTENT CREATION 
LEVEL 5

DIPLOMA IN DRAMA  
(SCREEN ACTING)  
LEVEL 6 

ME WHAKARONGO  
KI NGĀ KŌRERO  
A NGĀ KAIAKO

MEET 
OUR 
TUTORS

DUDDING

RUTH
WHY DO YOU TEACH?
I really enjoy working with the students, helping 
them grow and seeing them flourish. I also learn a lot 
myself which is great. For example I was never into 
the technical side of film making, being more of a 
performance film director, but I have learnt so much 
about it from doing this job.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT YOOBEE?
I love the culture and the people, it’s laid back and 
everyone is really nice.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR CAREER OUTSIDE  
OF YOOBEE?
Outside of Yoobee I am a filmmaker and musician.  
I write and direct my own short films, and I have done 
a lot of music videos. My latest short film ‘The Old 
Man Next Door’, has been accepted into the Native 
Spirit Film Festival in London and the 25th RNCI Red 
Nation International Film Festival in Hollywood. I play 
guitar and sing and write my own songs. I used to 
be in a band, but that's dropped off recently since 
becoming a new dad, so I sing and play to my son 
Sophus instead.

https://vimeo.com/191337409
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KI HEA KOE WHAI AI I TE MĀTAURANGA

AUCKLAND 
CAMPUSES
We have three Auckland campuses, ranging from 
a Hollywood-style production studio to high-tech 
animation and technology centres.

CITY ROAD  
CAMPUS 
Yoobee City Road is a tech, design, 
animation & gaming powerhouse 
featuring 11 computer labs, a 3D 
graphics suite, a green screen room 
and a fully loaded sound studio.

There’s also a dedicated exhibition 
space and, with over 400 students, 
there’s always something amazing 
 on show.

Level 4 
3 City Road 
Grafton 
Auckland 1010

T. +64 9 303 3120

SOUTH SEAS  
CAMPUS
This campus functions like a real-life 
working Hollywood-style studio.

The 40,000 square-foot production 
complex completely immerses you 
in the world of film and television 
production and has bred an army 
of creatives in post-production, 
directing, scriptwriting, art and 
design, VFX and acting.

Unit 3 
75 Ellice Road 
Glenfield 
Auckland 0629

T. +64 9 444 3253

MANUKAU  
CAMPUS
Focusing on animation and creative 
pathways, the Manukau City Campus 
was created to capture the talent of 
Auckland’s south.

Located in the Westfield Manukau 
City mall, right next to the train 
station, our campus is equipped with 
three fully loaded computer labs and 
areas for life drawing. 

Level 2 
Westfield Manukau City 
Manukau 
Auckland 2104

T. +64 9 373 4958

YOOBEE 
CAMPUSES

WELLINGTON 
CAMPUS
We’re inside the Wellington 
Railway Building and 
feature nine computer labs, 
three theory rooms, a large 
A/V studio with a green 
screen and sound booth, 
and a flatbed and pull-
down screen  
for photography.

Our large classrooms are 
perfect for collaboration 
and there’s a comfy student 
common room area where 
you can relax when you’re 
not busy creating.

Level 2 
West Wing 
Wellington Railway Station  
2 Bunny Street 
Pipitea 
Wellington 6011

T. +64 4 384 9624

CHRISTCHURCH 
CAMPUS
With space for 700 
students, our brand-new 
central-city campus is 
custom-made for creating 
and collaborating. Our 
bright, fully renovated 
space contains two 
makeup studios, design 
studios and workrooms, 
a green screen room, 
seven computer labs and 
a special lab for short and 
industry courses.

573 Colombo Street 
Christchurch Central 
Christchurch 8011

T. +64 3 377 1978

ONLINE 
LEARNING
We understand there 
are different lifestyles 
or preferences to fitting 
in your study so where 
possible, some of our 
programmes are offered 
online.

ROTORUA 
CAMPUS
You’ll find us in Rotorua’s 
main shopping precinct. 

Our Rotorua campus 
features fully equipped 
technical and computer 
labs as well as a life 
drawing room. Students 
can relax in their own 
common room before or 
after class. 

Level 2  
1220 Eruera Street 
Rotorua 3010

T. +64 7 460 1131
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Jazz Thornton is the name on a lot of 
lips this year. She directed the multi-
award winning documentary Jessica’s 
Tree, about the impact of a friend’s 
suicide. She has also co-founded the 
charity Voices of Hope, been the subject 
of a feature length documentary, The 
Girl on the Bridge and written a book. 
And since overcoming her own struggles 
with mental health she has travelled 
around the world sharing her story. 

THORNTONJAZZ

ME WHAKARONGO KI TĒTAHI TAUIRA  
KUA MUTU ANA NEI AKORANGA

MEET OUR 
GRADUATES

DOCUMENTARY 
DIRECTING

“I work in the costume department to establish looks  
and follow costume continuity”. Some days are massive, 
with over 200 extras, so when needed, Sarah also jumps  
in to help the designer with styling the background.

Sarah has worked on films from Ghost in the Shell and 
Mortal Engines, to Avatar, Da 5 Bloods and Power  
Rangers — and in the past five years alone she’s worked 
out of New Zealand, the Pacific Islands, China and South 
East Asia.

“My day always starts early. We arrive before the cast get 
in so we can set the trailers for them, and we’re the last 
ones to leave after we have wrapped their costumes. I 
spend a lot of time prepping, liaising with the 2nd AD and 
our costume supervisor, looking at the next day and the 
days to come. 

Sarah’s passion for the film industry was triggered at  
an early age. “One of my friends at primary school was  
an extra in Lord of the Rings. I remember this whole  
world opening up when I realised I could work in movies 
in New Zealand. I used to watch behind the scenes videos 
and think it looked like the most fun job in the world.”

She graduated with a Diploma in Film and Television 
Production and has been immersed in the world of film  
ever since.

“My first big film was The Hobbit, working in the extras and 
stunt costume team. It gave me the confidence to step up 
into key roles. In between the big jobs I worked on a lot of 
local drama, mostly as the lead dresser, sometimes as an 
onset standby. Every job I did I learned something new.”

Sarah worked on Ghost in the Shell, in charge of the team 
looking after the extras and stunts costumes in Wellington 
and Hong Kong. She considers this to be one of her 
greatest career highlights so far. “We had some amazing 
costumes and filmed at some crazy locations all over 
Hong Kong. We did some big days (18–20 hours!) and we 
all went a bit crazy but getting to work in Hong Kong was 
very cool.”

A job on Mortal Engines came hot on the heels of Ghost in 
the Shell, and then Sarah spent two months in Fiji working 
on The Other Side of Heaven Part 2.

"THE FILM INDUSTRY IS AN 
AMAZING PLACE TO WORK. 
I STILL DON’T FEEL LIKE  
I HAVE A REAL JOB. 
I PROBABLY NEVER WILL”

Jazz studied at our South Seas 
campus and said that the thing 
she enjoyed most about her study 
was that she spent every day doing 
something she loves, creating 
content. “I love having a vision and 
then using tools to see that vision 
come to life on the screen. I also 
loved learning how to create content 
that provokes change. But I think the 
biggest highlight was winning the 
Doc Edge pitch that my tutors helped 
me with. Being the youngest winner 
to date was just insane! The people 
I met, both staff and students at the 
South Seas campus are incredible, 
which helps keep you inspired.”

She was then snapped up to work on Da Five Bloods.  
“I had one week to prep in Auckland and then I flew 
to China for five weeks. We also shot in the South 
Island for a month with large amounts of extras 

— some days I had as many as 28 people in my 
team helping me. That was one of the projects I’m 
most proud of. It was a huge job across three very 
different locations but together with my team we 
pulled it off.

There are so many of the bigger jobs coming here 
now. It’s great because it opens up a lot more entry 
level positions and gives newcomers the chance to 
make contacts in the industry.”

And does she have any words of wisdom to share 
with these newcomers? Absolutely.

“Work ethic is so important — it will take you way 
further than experience in this industry. Be open to 
possibilities. Someone once told me I was taking a 
step backwards when I took a lower job, but funnily 
enough it led me straight into my first costume job. 
Everything I have done has helped me be where  
I am today.”
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DESIGNER GAME DEVELOPER TECH

WE ALSO HAVE PROSPECTUSES FOR: 

ANIMATOR

https://www.yoobee.ac.nz/
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